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My name is Bria Howard and I
received my B.S and M.S at Miami
University where I studied Family

and Child studies and Student
Affairs in Higher Education. College
students and campuses bring me
joy because there is so much life

and the spirit of endless possibilities
present. It is a place of growth, the
broadening of perspectives and the

continuation of one’s story that
happens. For that, I am thankful I get

to call this cultivation my work. I
enjoy reading books and having

conversations about food
(specifically cheese), intersectionality,

feminism, 

systematic disruption/change and racial identity development. When people ask
me what I do for fun, I panic because fun to me is re-watching old episodes of
the Golden Girls and hanging out with my retired parents. I LOVE pop culture

more specifically The Shade Room’s Instagram account and I think/feel in
memes. I strongly believe that Cardi B is the people’s champion and that Blue

Ivy (Beyoncé’s daughter) will be the President one day. I’m honored and find it a
privilege to be serving the women of Delta Phi Lambda in this capacity.
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Bria howard



Hello! My name is Vy Mai or Sister "Azaa" and I am the current alumnae chapter
advisor. I crossed Fall 2015 and held several member positions such as AME,

AAME, VP External, Social & PR Chair. I graduated with my Bachelor's in Nursing in
Spring 2020. I currently live in Houston and I work as an RN on an Oncology unit!
I am a huge fan of the Harry Potter series and BTS. A few of my hobbies include

reading, journaling, listening to true crime and collecting cute stationaries
(candles too). I am passionate about my cultural roots and empowering womxn.

I'm so thankful to Delta Phi Lambda and its members for empowering me to
accomplish my dreams and share my passions!

vy mai
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#122 Isha "ellotüs" Lodhawala
#123 Ria "Bharoså" Parikh

#124 Harman "Rôsalínx" Hayer
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Alpha Eta Reveal
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ellotüs
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Neo Spotlight 

Isha is currently a second
year double majoring in
Medical Sciences and

Environmental Studies. She is
involved in Mind Matters,
Women in Learning and

Leadership, ROAR, and Health
Righters. She is looking
forward to making close

connections with the sisters
and using her voice to

advocate for Asian
awareness and appreciation.
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Bharoså
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Neo spotlight

Ria is currently a second year
majoring in Neuroscience and

English with a minor in
Psychology and Medical

Sciences. She is involved in
RAPP, A Moment of Magic,

Health Righters, and
Psych2Go. Ria is looking

forward to becoming even
close with all the other

sisters and working with
them to celebrate Asian

culture and raise awareness.
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Rôsalínx
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neo spotlight

Harman is currently a
second majoring in

Neurobiology. She is
involved in Student

Government as well!
Harman is looking

forward to participating
in our events and

spreading awareness
about our philanthropy.
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Sister Self-Care



RECRUITMENT
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Kicking off the second week of the semester with recruitment. Sisters
participated in mini games, trivia, and a movie night with interests. A

huge shoutout to our very own Sister ARDEA for collaborating with us in
a group workout session! We wrapped up the week with our Spicy™

Memes with the UC Vietnamese Student Association.

Thank you to all the beautiful Beta Butterflies who supported our
recruitment. Even though we were six-feet apart we could still feel the

love! 



Congratulations to Sister
Umeko and Sister Lyzel for

being tapped into Rho Lambda!
We are so proud of the both of
you. You have shown so much

dedication to bettering our
sisterhood. Lyzel and Umeko

are both rays of sunshine that
light up our chapter! We love

you! 

SISTER SPOTLIGHTS
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Thank you for reading the first issue of our second volume of The Blooming
Bulletin! The Blooming Beta Butterflies thank you for your love and support!

  

"Delta Phi Lambda Sorority, Inc.advocates Asian awareness, empowers
women leaders through its values-based programs, and forges Everlasting

Sisterhood® through diverse shared experiences."
   

We hope you check in for the second issue next month! If you have any
questions and/or feedback, please don't hesitate to direct them to Sister

Isledenâ at phoebegoodale.dphil@gmail.com. 
 

THANK YOu


